Our promise to you is...

**Industry Compliance, Simplified!™**

**What do we do?** We help you extract value from data you have existing in house and/or is newly collected, by consolidating it and representing it in meaningful ways, creating a contextual framework upon which information from multiple and varied sources can be evaluated simultaneously. We enhance clarity and understanding and most importantly, help you plan effectively.

**Why should this interest you?** Leveraging stakeholder data and extending it in an effort to automate other business processes such as Emergency Response Planning, work related logistics and overall operations can help you save costs, increase revenues and streamline other units within your organization.

**How do we do it?** By being your trusted advisors; we take time to fully understand your business needs. Our team of professionals, equipped with a suite of geospatial software tools and expertise, have a strong aptitude for problem solving and delivering industry specific compliance and regulatory solutions.

**Who do we do this for?** For companies that own and/or operate geographically dispersed assets, or have a need for field data collection in real-time and require map based fully digital emergency response planning tools.

The POLAR team understands the Crucial Compliance and Public Relations Role of Stakeholder Contact

**GIS/Mapping Technical Team**
- Over 25 years combined experience with GIS mapping software and applications
- Highly technical staff with clear focus on in-depth software competency

**Stakeholder Consulting Team**
- People oriented, friendly and efficient
- Highly trained, stakeholder contact specialists
- Field experienced from traditional face to face contact to new land titles driven “post and tele-contact” systems

**Admin Team**
- Administrative and support services
- Data entry
- Specialized focus and training to deliver database integrity and client satisfaction

**IT Administration**
- Support, maintenance of current applications
- New software development
- Focus on information technology support of client systems

Learn more about how the Polar team and Technology can Simplify Industry Compliance at [polartechsolutions.com/solutions](http://polartechsolutions.com/solutions)
CORE GIS Mapping Engine, a Geographic Information System mapping application, provides a single corporate repository for the storage and management of your geospatial information.

CORELink Mobile delivers direct, mobile access to the CORE GIS Mapping Engine, smoothly delivering your content anytime and anywhere you go, agnostic of device, platform or operating system.

CentrePost is an essential application for being able to initiate an incident (either real or training), monitor it, connect with required contacts, and collect the data for doing the post-incident reporting.

Meet your Regulatory Requirements using LOID—Land Owner Information Database. Our proprietary GIS database, simplifies Emergency Response Planning and Stakeholder Notifications.

Discover how the CORELine Platform meets your GIS needs at polartechsolutions.com/solutions